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Abstract
Mining and Financial Imperialism: The Central African Copper Bonanza c.1890–1960 1
Mining finance houses played a major role in tapping industrial mineral resources in colonial
Zambia and Katanga province of the Congo from the 1890s, and their role in shaping the physical
and human environments in those parts of Central Africa has continued to be a subject of
considerable interest right up to the present day. The mining finance houses, similar in structure and
function, were substantial public corporations with access to money markets in the City of London
– the world’s leading capital market for mining – and attractive, therefore, to venture capital. The
mining finance houses became dominant at the inception of colonial rule and, in varying forms,
remained so throughout the twentieth century.
In spite of the fact that the ancient mines of Katanga – meaning the ‘Land of Smelted Copper’ –
have lured multinational mining companies for more than a century, it is curious that relatively little
is known of their financial histories. Who were these financiers? What was the nature of the power
they wielded? Mining and Financial Imperialism seeks to answer these questions in eight chapters
by focusing on the leading mining and related infrastructure concerns of the colonial era that were
responsible for the far-reaching effort to set up a mining industry in the mineral-rich region that
later became known as the Copperbelt.
Drawing on a rich corpus of primary sources, this book analyses the Western colonial origins of the
mining industry and its imperial legacies in the Copperbelt. Taken as a whole, Mining and
Financial Imperialism provides insights into the operations of the global business of mining: in
particular, how these processes took place, why they were considered desirable by various interest
groups, and the impact that these processes continue to have on physical and human environments
in parts of the world where they took place. A long-term perspective on mining finance reveals that
thus far the colonial governments have been the main focus in the history of imperialism in Central
Africa, with little focus in many instances on the mining companies which have outlived them.
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